An inversion procedure for obtaining speeds, attenuation, densities, and thicknesses for a layered medium is described. The inversion is carried out using the least-squares technique and the forward modeling is based on SAFARI. The optimization is a hybrid method combining the global genetic algorithms and the local Gauss-Newton method. This is done by taking several gradient steps between each update of the object function for each "individual" in the population. The gradients for the Gauss-Newton method are computed analytically; this makes the computation faster and more stable than computing the gradients by numerical differentiation. The combination of a global and a local method makes the hybrid method faster and it gets closer to the global minimum than a pure global method. Examples based on both real and synthetic data in wave-number-frequency and range-frequency domains show that the method works well.
and this is also described in Sec. I. In Sec. II the approach is applied to the inversion of geoacoustic parameters for both real and synthetic data.
I. THE HYBRID APPROACH
A crucial point in deciding if a global or local method is most efficient for a given object function is the number of local minima in the search space. By a global method we mean a method, such as SA or GA, which does not use gradients. If there are only a few local minima a local method with a few random starting points is more efficient than a global method, because a global method is very inefficient in descending, as the gradients are not used. For noisier data the object function will show several suboptimal minima. For this scenario the global method will become more efficient as it will not get stuck in each of the minima. Finally, if the data becomes too noisy then only an exhaustive search will find the solution.
For a large class of inverse problems it is believed that the number of local minima in the search space is small. Here an efficient approach would be to find the local minima by a gradient method and then use a global method to choose between these local minima. This is what the hybrid method should do.
The hybrid approach states quite simply that for each new child generated by the GA, in addition to the crossover and mutation operator, Ng Gauss-Newton steps are applied to the child in order to increase the fitness. The choice of Ng is problem dependent. For a local problem it is optimal to use a large Ng so that the minimum is reached quickly. However, if the minimum is not reached during the first set of iterations, it can be reached in the next with little extra computational cost. For very noisy data it is optimal not to perform any Gauss-Newton steps. Experimentally, we found the Ng=5 seems to be a good choice.
A. Genetic algorithms
Genetic algorithms (GA) are based on an analogy with biological evolution. While these have already provided promising results in the seismic community, 17-•9 an application to ocean acoustic problems has only recently been published. 4 The basic principle of GA is simple: From all possible model vectors, an initial population size of q member is selected. The fitness of each member is computed based on the fit between the observed and computed data. Then through a set of evolutionary steps the initial population evolves in order to become fitter. An evolutionary step consists of selecting a parental distribution from the population based on the individual's fitness. The parents are then combined in pairs and operators are applied to them to form a set of children. Traditionally the crossover and mutation operators have been used, but for the hybrid method the "Gauss-Newton" operator is also applied. Finally, the children replace part of the population to get a fitter population.
The environment is discretized into M parameters in a model vector m. Each parameter m j, j= 1 ..... M, has a binary parameter string of length nj and can take 2nJ discrete values according to an a priori probability distribution (Gaussian, rectangular or based on a priori information). 
The introduction of temperature T, as in SA, gives us the opportunity to stretch the probability and to improve the performance of the algorithm? Indeed, at the first stage of the procedure, by stretching the fitness we avoid choosing as parents only those members with the better fit, which would otherwise tend to dominate the population; later in the optimization this stretching leads to better discrimination between models with close fitness. As with SA, the choice of the temperature T is difficult. It must neither be too high nor too low. A good compromise is a temperature of the same magnitude as the object function, here T=min[•mn)]. During the optimization, the fitness increases and the temperature decreases.
Crossover: For each set of parents, each consisting of a model vector, two children are constructed. For each parameter in the model vector each child may either be a direct copy of one parent, with probability 1-px, or it can be a bit crossover of the two parents with crossover probability p•, see Fig. 2 . The crossover point is chosen randomly in the interval [1,N-1], where N is the number of bits used in the coding. Different techniques are available to perform this crossover of the population. Two of these are single-point crossover where the entire chromosome is used once, and multiple-point crossover (as used here) where the chromosome is divided into genes related to each parameter on which the crossover is applied. Mutation: This is a random change of one bit in the model vector, performed with probability Pm in order to better explore the search space, see Fig. 3 .
It is possible that a run of a GA will approach a local minimum. In order to increase the probability of finding the global minimum, several independent populations are started. This is also advantageous for collecting statistical information to estimate the a posteriori probabilities. 
where the vector of first derivatives, the gradient g, and the matrix of second derivatives, the Hessian H, of the object function are given by Neglecting the second term in Eq. (9) is the GaussNewton approximation and corresponds to assuming that the residuals e are locally linear with respect to the parameter changes. We minimize Eq. (7) subject to a regularization term, and obtain lhe Gauss-Newton regularized iteration:
The matrix B is the regularization matrix, and X is a Lagrange multiplier. In general, B will impose some smoothness constraint on the solution. In the present study B is the identity matrix, thus the iteration in Eq. (11) For the finite difference method, the main problem is to determine the step size. This should be determined by some adaptive method in order to get a stable result. It is also computationally demanding; for a problem of M parameters a finite difference solution requires at least M+I forward models. This is in contrast to both adjoint and analytical differentiation where the computation of derivatives does not increase the computer time significantly. Thus finite difference should only be used for small problems. In addition, finite difference will have problems in obtaining stable derivatives; it cannot easily be automated.
Analytic differentiation has been used in seismic reflectivity modeling in the frequency-wave-number domain by Refs. 11 and 12 for seismic exploration problems, but for each formulation of the forward model the analytic differentiation is different.
In the present application we derive analytical expressions for the gradient using the direct global matrix method (DGM) as implemented in SAFARI. These are essential in getting a Gauss-Newton method to work and are developed in the Appendix.
C. Regularization
Experience with synthetic and real data 5'2• had shown that it is advantageous to regularize the solution in order to have a priori well-behaved solutions. Regularization is introduced via shape functions: For example the source of receiver depth is often specified in depth from the surface. Alternatively, using shape functions they can be specified from the bottom. for the slope and the offset of the water sound speed instead of inverting for the absolute sound speed at discrete points.
II. EXAMPLES
The examples will compare the hybrid approach in both wave number or range domain on both synthetic and real data to the classical genetic algorithms and Gauss-Newton 
A. Inversion in wave-number domain
In order to describe the approach we first invert for the sound-speed profile given the simple environmental model given in Table II In the first example (case A1) we will only invert for the sound-speed profile in the bottom; all other parameters are kept at their correct values, First we solved the problem using GA alone with 25 populations, each consisting of 2000 forward models, which gives a total of $0 000 forward model calculations. The search interval for each parameter is 1500-3100 m/s. The best solution obtained is displayed in Fig.  4(a) . The first layers are well determined, whereas the lower layers are less well determined. One advantage of this method is that we can obtain as estimate of the accuracy of the solution by plotting the marginal a posterJori probabilities, 4 Fig. 5 . These show that as we get down to the lower layers the solution becomes more uncertain, and there is no well-defined peak.
The Gauss-Newton method is always sensitive to the starting values. We ran it with the initial model vector being uniformly 1500 m/s. After 22 iterations the optimization did not improve and the result is given in Fig. 4(b) . A food match is obtained down to 100 m, but below the match is unstable.
This could indicate some stability problems with numerically insignificant gradients. A singular value decomposition was done at the correct values for all the eleven P-velocities (as a local uncertainty measure depends on the analysis point), For the hybrid approach we used one population with 1000 new individuals, or 1000x5=5000 forward models.
The GA used 25 parallel populations each with a size of 32 and running 2000 forward runs. In total 50 000 forward models were run. We did try to increase the number of populations drastically, but it did not improve the performance. The CPU times and values of the object function for this example (A2) are given in Table I To describe the sediment, 10 layers of different thicknesses were used. Velocities and attenuation in each layer had to be retrieved, in total 20 parameters. The velocities and attenuations in the layers are coupled together using the shape functions in Fig. 11 . Thus the actual profile is a weighted sum of the four shape functions, as described in In this example the GA and the hybrid performed about equal, which is probably due to the rather noisy data, and thus the many local minima in the object function. In this example the CPU time used for the two examples is about equal, see Table I . For the hybrid method we have to compute the gradient for each parameter and then combine the gradients to obtain the derivatives of the shape functions. Thus we are actually computing 20 gradients and not just 8; the shape functions also call for a lot of computer bookkeeping. However, the shape functions are very useful in regularizing the solution.
The results of this inversion seem to support the conclusion of Ref. 21 that for a frequency of 330 Hz only the first few meters of the sediment are important for wave propagation. Therefore, information about the deeper layers can only be retrieved with considerable uncertainty. The fact that we obtain the same sound-speeu profile for the first few meters using two different measurement methods and two different inversion approaches gives us a high degree of confidence in the solution for the first few meters of the sediment.
III. CONCLUSIONS
A hybrid optimization method combining the global genetic algorithm and the local Gauss-Newton method has been developed. This method takes several gradient steps between each update of the object function for each "individual" in the population. For a large class of optimization problems the optimization is both faster and more accurate than by using the genetic algorithm or Gauss-Newton alone. This approach makes it feasible to solve problems with more parameters than if a global optimization was used alone, and we have the ability to use both local and global uncertainty estimates.
Due to the analytic derivation of the gradients a local method is limited to the particular forward model used, here SAFARI. It is, however, feasible to derive exact gradients for most forward models. In this respect the global optimization method is more flexible since the forward modeling method can be easily replaced. 
